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SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
1.0 	 INTRODUCTION 
This Performance Specification establishes the requirements for the 
design knd performance of a flat plate collector subsystem for use 
with solar heating systems.. It designates the Interim Performance 
Criteria applicable to the subsystem and defines the deviations. The 
appendices specify the performance for each subsystem and the 
installation drawings. 
2.0 	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
2. 1 	 Government Documents 
Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Combined 
Heating/Cooling Systems- and Dwellings, January 1, 1975. 
U..S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
2Z.2Q 	 Contractor Documents 
SE-1223 	 Collector Sizing Guide for Solar Energy Systems, 
December 1977 
SE-1298 	 SUNMAT Field Assembled Solar Collector Instal­
lation, Operation, Service Manual & Applications 
Guide, December 1977 
SE-3056 	 SUNMAT Solar Collector Installation, Qperation 
and Service Manual .Aplications Guide, December 1977 







specification No. SHC-305Z 
Revision - -. --
Date 3/15/78 
SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
3.0 	 APPLICATION OF INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA BY TYPE 
OF SUBSYSTEM 
The application of each paragraph of the Interim Performance Criteria 
to each type subsystem is provided in the following table:; 
Table I 	 - Residentibl Subsysterhs 
4.0 	 DEVIATIONS FROM INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA" 
There are no deviations to the Interim Performance Criteria. 
5.0 	 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY 
None. 
6.0 	 GOVERNMENT DIRECTED, REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
7.0 	 SUBSYSTEM APPENDICES 
Appendix A - Technical Performance- Requirements 
8.0 	 WARRANTY 
Contractor warrants for a period of five' years that the solar collector 
materials will be free of defects in quality and workmanship. Warranty is 
limited to shipping replacement parts prepaid which in the contractor's opinion 
are required to correct such defects. No"field labor is included. 
APPENDIX A - Technical Performance Requirements 
The solar collector will collect a minimum of 500 BTU of energy per


day per square foot of collector surface at an inlet fluid temperature equal


to or greater than 130oF for the following conditions:


Tilt Angle 	 - 500 with Horizontal

Azimuth 	 - Due South 
Ambient 	 Temp. - 400F. Average 
Wind Velocity 	 - 600 Ft. Per Min. Average

Date 	 - November 21 
Noon Solar Flux Normal to

Collector Surface - 290 BTU Per Hour Sq. Ft 
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SPECIFICATION NO-AIK 3052 
REVISION ITA9L I DATE 2/1/78 
RESI DENTiAL SUBSYSTEMS. INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SUMMARY 
SHEET.LOF-6-
SUBSYSTEM APPLICATION 	 - TYPE SYSTEMS 
A - APFPLICABLE TO TYPE SYSTEMS INDICATED 	 H - HEATING 
NA -NOT A-PLICABLE 	 HC - HEATING AND CO0 ING 
14W - HOT WATER 
TYPERESIDENTIAL INTERIM TYPE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SYSTEMS RESIDENTIAL INTERIM SYSTEMS 
- - - PERFORMANCE CRI TERIA 	 - -I HPARAGRAPH 	 IC IW PARAGRAPH H C HW 
1.1 H and HC NA NA NA 1.3.1 Collector Efficiency A A A 
Performance 
1.1.1 Heating Design. NA NA A 1.4 Thermal Storage A A A 
Temperatures 
1.4.1 Storage Capacity A 
1.1.2 Cooling Design NA A I 
Temperatures 	 1.5 Habitability of NA A A 
Occupied Spaces 
1. 1. 3 Relative Humid- NA A N 
ity and Water Vapor 1.5.1 Heat or-Humidity NA 
Pressure Transfer Effects 
1.1.4 Solar NA A 1.6 Energy Transport NA N N 
Contribution Efficiency 
.l. 5 Operation NA NA 1.6.1 Thermal Losses NA NA NA 
Impairment. and Electrical Power 
1.Z W System/Sub- NA N NA 1.7 Control NA NA NA 
system Performance 
Installation and NA N 1*4A-1.7.1 
1. Z. 1, Water Design NA A Maintenance 
Temperature 
1.7.Z Manual Adjustment NA 
1.2.2 Storage Design NA 
Capacity 	 1.7.3 Inhabited'Space - NA A TA 
Temperature 
1.2.3 Solar 	 NA. A N 
Contribution 	 1.7.4 Hot Water Temper- NA 
ature 
I.Z.4 Operational A_ at 
Impairment 1. 8 Auxiliary Energy NA N N 






SPECIFICATION NO SHC-3052 
TABLE I REVISION 
DATE - / 81 . 
RESIDENTIAL SUBSYSTEMS. INTER IMPERFORMANCE CR ITERIA SUMMARY 
ST lEE T......&O 
SUBSYSTEM APPLJCATION-	 TYPE SYSTEMS 
A - APPLICABLE TO TYPE SYSTEMS INDICATED 	 H - HEATING 
NA- NOT APLICABLE 	 
- tC- HEATING AND CIOLING 
11W - HOT WATER 
TYPE RESIDENTIAL INTERIM 	 TYPERESIDENTIAL INTERIM 
S NCITEEMPERWR AH A CR C I E I . NEFSYS EM 	 
IAS 
PARAGRAPH H HC PARAGRAPH 	 HC I N 
2.1 System Design A A A Z.3.1 Pressure Test: A A A 
Conditions Nonpotable Fluids 
Z.1.1 Equipment A A A 
Capabilities 	 2.3.Z Pressure Test- NA A A 
Potable Water 
2.1.2 Noise or A 
Erosion - Corrosion Z.3.3 Air Transport NA A 
Systems 
-2.1.3 Operating A 




2. 1. 4 Fluid Flow in A 
Collectors Z.4.1 Orientation and Tilt A A 
2.1.5 Entrapped Air A A 24.Z Mutual Shadowing NA A 
-N 	 Z.5 Subsystem Isolation NA N N 
2.1.6 Thermal Expan- NA A A S 	 N NA 
sion 	 of Fluids Z.5.1 Shutdown in Multi- NA 
family Housing 
2.1. 7 Pressure Drops A Afai.6 HAus n • NA NA A6 Ieat Transfer FluidZ. sa. Code N "Z. 
2. 1. 8 Condensate NA A' NA 	 Quality 	 N QualityRemoval 
2.2, Mechanical A A A 2.6.1 Liquid Quality A NA NA 
Stresses 2.6.2 Air Quality NA N N ' 
2. Z.I Vibration A A 
Stress Levels Z. 6.3 Fluid Quality NA N NA 
2. 2. Z Vibration from A 2.6.4 Frcezing Protection -A 
Moving Parts 2.7 Piping Supports A A 
AA 
2. Z. 3 Water Ilammer NA N 	 2.7.1 Applicable Plumbing AA 
Relief 	 Standards 
2.2.4 Vacuum 
.8H Excessive Pressure P. Protection 
and Temperature Protection 
2.Z. 5 Thermal Changes A A A 	 Z. 8. 1 Relief Valves and ;A N NA 
2.2. 6 Flexible Joints NA A A 	 Vents 
2.3 Leakage Pre- A A A 3. 1 Structural Design A- A A 
vention Basis 
-7­
SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPEu2ICATION 
SPECIFICATION NO. SHC-3052 
TA8LEI REVISION 
DATE 211/ .RESt DENT IAL SUBSYSTEMS. INTER IMPERFORMANCE CR ITER IA SUMMARY 
SHEET 3 oF 6 
SU8SY'STE'i-APPLICATION TYPE SYSTEMS 
A - APPLICABLE TO TYPE'SYSTEMS INDICATED 	 H - HEATING 
NA - NOT A"PLICARLE 	 HC -- 1lEATING AND CO'LING 
HIW - HOT WATER 
nESIDENTIAL INTERIM TYPE RESIDENTIAL INTFIIM 	 TYPEPERrORMANCE CRITERIA SYSTEMS -SPERFERMANC CRIERIA MS 
PARAGRAPH H, NC I H PARAGRAPH H NC 11w, 






3.1.Z Service Loads A A A 3.9 Pending Condition A A A 
3. Z Failure Loads- A A A 3.9.1 -Design Provisions NA A A


and Load Capacity 4.1 Plumbing and A A


3. 2.1 Ultimate Load A Electrical Installation


Combinations- 4.1. 1 Plumbing Codes A


3.2.Zce Loads- A 4.1.Z Electrical Codes A 
3.2.3 Vehicular Loads NA. 	 (for sensors) 
4.2 Fail-Safe Controls A­
3. Z. 4 Load Capacity A A A 4.2.1 System Failure A A A 
3.3 Damage Control A A A Prevention 
3.3.1 Resistance to A A A 4.Z.2 Automatic Pressure A A A 
Damage Relief ralves 
3.3. Z Glazing Design. NA A A 4.3 Fire Safety A A A 
3.4 Cyclic Loads A A A 4.3.1 Applicable Fire - A A A 
A Standards3.4.1 Deflection A A 
Limitations 4.3.2 Penetrations through NA N N 
3.5 CutinoN Fire Rated Assemblies-3.5 Cutting of NA 
Structural Elements- 4.4 Toxic A 
3.5.1 DesignProvision NA 	 4.4.1 Provisions of Catch ABasins 
3.6 Creep and NA- N 
Residual Deflection 4.4.2 Detection of Toxic NA A 
and Flammable Fluids 
3.6.1 Deflection NA 
Limitations 4.5 Safety NA 
3.7 	 Hail Resistance A A A 4.5.1 Emergency Egress NA N N 
- A Aand Access3. 7.1 Hail Size and 
Loading 4.5.2 Identification and A A A 
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RESIDENTIAL SUBSYSTEMS. INTER IMPERFORMANCE CRITERIA SUMMARY S...T....... . s" E - -or..A 

SUBSYSTFM APPLICATION TYPE SYS7 M 
A.. APPLIrABLF TO TYPE SYSTFMS-INI)ICATED H HEATIN; 
IfC HEATING ANt) (ASL IN6NA .- NOT APLICARI.E 
HVW H1T WA-R 
IYPFTYPE RESID&NTIAL INIFIIM1FSIDENTIAL INrERIM PFIIFOIIMANCC RITFRIA SYSU MsPERFORMANCE CRITIIERIA- SYSltEMS 
H "C PMPARAGRAPH4 H Hr PAHA;IAPH 
4.6 Protection of Pot. A A A 5. Z. 3 Therival Cycling A A A 




5.4.4 Leakage A A A 4.6.1 Contamination A A A 
by Materials 5.Z.5 Deterioration of A A A Ca;ske~ts ;and Sealan toA A 
4. 6.Z Separation 
nf Circulation Loops 5.Z.6 Transmission Loss- A 
o;s 1)ne Olttgassinge toNA 
4.6.3 Backflow 
5.3 Chentical Compati- A'revention 
 
A bility of Componenits
4. 6.4 Growth of Fungi 
5.3.1 Matcrials/Transfer A 
4.7 Ex.essive Sur- A A A Fluid Compal ibil y 
face-Temperatures 
A A 5.3.2 Corrosion of Dis- A A A 4.7.1 Protection fruron A 
similar MatcrialsHeated Components 
A A A 5. 3.3 Corrosion by Leach- A A- A5.1 Effects of Ex­
alle Stibstanct,tornal Environment 
5.1.1 Solar Degrada- A A A 5.3.4 Effects of Decomn- A A A 
titfl ponitiofl Prodtucts 
5. 1.Z Soil Gorrosion NA A A 54 Components Involv- A A 'A 
A A A ing Moving Parts5.1.3 Airborne 
PullItant~S 5.4.1 We-ar and Fatigue A A A 
5.1.4 Dirt-Retention A 6.1 Accessibility for A 
on Cover Plate Surface Maintenancs 
A5.15 AraiveWea A6.1.1 Access for System 
5.1.6 Fluttering by A Maintenance 
Wind 6.1.Z Access for Syslern A 
5,2 Temperature- & A A A Monitoring 
Pressure Resistance 





A A AA A 
 A 6.1. 1 Flshing of Liquids5. 2.2 Deterioration of 

Subsystems
}ieat Transfer Fluids 
-9­
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SPECIFICATION NO. SHC-3052 
REVISION 1TABLE I 	 
DATE 2/1/78, 
RESIDENTIAL SUBSYSTEMS, INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SUMMARY 
SHEET-i.oFP6 
SUBSYSTEM APPLICATION 	 ' TYPE SYSTEMS 
A - APPLICABLE TO TYPE SYSTEMS INDICATED 	 H - HEATING 
A - NOT AnPLICABLE -HC- HEATING AND COOLING 
HNW- HOT WATER 
, TYPE 
PERFDRMANCE CRITERIA SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE CRITERIA • . SYSTEMS
RESIDENTIAL 	 INTERIM TYPE RESIOENTIAL INTERIM 
PARAGRAPH H C MW PARAGRAPH 	 H C HW 
6.1.5 Filters A A A 7.Z. 2 Storage Area NA NA NIA 
6.1.6 	 Potable Water NA NA N 7. 2.3 Utility Chases NA NA iN 
Suof7.3 Functioning of NA A N, 
6. z Installation. A A Dwelling Site 
Operation and Mainte­
nance Manual 7.3.1 Space Use NA A I 
6. -2.1I Installation- A 7. 3. Z Shading ofT Adjacent NA A 
Instructions' Structures 
6. Z. 2 'Maintenance A 7.3.3 frnpace of Environ- NA N A 
and Operation In- rnent 
structions 7.3.4 View NA X 
6.2.3 Maintenance A-
Plan 8.1 Interference with NA A N 
6. 2. 4 Replacement -A A A Mechanical Operation -
Parts 8. 1. 1 Blockage of Solar NA NA N\ 
6. 3 . Repair and A A A Subs-stem 
Service Personnel 8. 1. Z Shading of Collecto NA NA NA 
6.3.1 Maintenance A A A 
of H ajid HC Systems 8.1.3 Sensor Location NA NA N 
6.3.2 Maintenanceof DHW System A A A 8.2'" Mechanical & NA A N 
Electrical Functioning of 




Dwelling - NA7. I i DelligNA' 
Mobile Home NA A 
.AA 21 
. FL 2. 1NA 
NA Venting 
xastadNExhaust and NA A 
Design 8. 2. Z Utilities, NA N 
7.1.3 Site Design NA NA 8.3 Mechanical & NA A 
7.1.4 Passive Use 
of Solar Energy 
7.2 Adequate-Spac 












A NA N 
1 0­
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RESI DENTIAL SUBSYSTEMS. INTER IMPERFORMANCE CR ITER IA SUMMARY 
s4' T.& _or 6 
TYPE SYSTEMSSUBSYSTEM APPLICATION 
A- APP IWARLE TO TYPE SYSTEMS IiN0ICATED H - HEATING " 
IiC .-IMATING AND CIJOLINGNA - NOT APLICARLE 















.3. Electrical NA NA NA It. 2. 2 Heoat and Moisture A A T 
Connections 
9. 1 Structural NA ;NA NA 
11. 2. 3 Exterior Penetration NA NA N 
Integrity 11. 3 Durability and- NA A N-
Reliability of Connections 
9.1.1 Movements in NA NAl 
Adjacent Srtctures 11.3.I Material Compti- A -A 
9. 2 Structural 
Integrity of Dwelling 
NA NA 
121 Maintainability of NA N AA 
9-Z.. Loads NA NA FI, HC, F"W 
Systrems 










NA FAI [Nk 
Connections 12.1.3 Permanent NA A NX 
9; 3.1 Structural 
Connections 
NA NA N Maintainance Accessories 
1Z, Z - Maintainability NA NA NA 
9. 3.2 Brittle Sub- NA NA N of Dwelling and Site 
system IZ.2.1 Acces-sibility NA NA NA 
9.3.3 Strength and NA NA NA 122.2 .1ce Dams NA NA N 
Stiffness 
10. 1 Safety of 
Dwelling and Site 










10.1.1 Fire NA NA 13,1 Visual Charact- NA A 










13,1. 2 .Neighborhood NA N A 
11.2 Durability and NA NP 
Reliability of Dwelling 
and Site 
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SOLAR ENERGY 
SUNMAT Solar Collector 




INDEX This Technical Guide is written to provide a 
complete and comprehensive procedure for the 
installation of the SUNqMAT Solar Collector. It is 
A. General .............................. 2 	 not the intent of this guide to exclude sound and


B. Collectpr Sizing ...................... 2 	 proven methods of installation by contractors who


C. Damage in Transit .................... 2 	 hae, thtrough experience and past performance,

D. System Design ........................ 2 	 developed an efficient method of installation


B. install~tjon .......................... 3 	 expertise.
F. R -par­and Maintenance 	 .............. 
 3
 
G. 	 Sp)ecifications ......................... 4 ALL work must be performed in accordance 
with LOCAL, STATE and NATIONAL codes. 
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION "- "- ' ,. o---- , ""













The SUNMAT Solar Collector has been 	 
specially designed for space heating and other 
solar applications requiring large collector areas.

The panels are custom-built to fit the dimensions 
of the roof--a feature that bpeeds installation and 	 
improves esthetics. The panels can also be built 
in very large sizes--up to 4' by 25'. This means 
lower costs for plumbing and installation The

extensive use of synthetic materials makes them

very, lightweight and reduces corrosion problems. 
The special zipper lock feature allows easy ac­
cess to the absorber in the event servicing is 
necessary. 
B. 	 Collector Sizin 
1. The proper sizing of a collector system 
is a complex process and a number of acceptable 
methods are available. For a proven, workable

procedure refer to CALMAC Technical Guide 
SE-1223. The efficiency of the collector--a key
input in the sizing calculations--is shown in 
Figure 	 1-1. 
C. Damage in Transit 	 
1. Upon receipt of shipment of this material, 	 
inspect all cartons for external damage. If ex­
ternal damage is noted, open the carton and in­
spect for damage to equipment. Mark the number 
of cartons received in this condition on the de­
livering carrier's waybill, and request the 
services of the inspector, 
2. If upon opening a carton concealed 
damage is discovered, open the entire shipment

and note all equipment so damaged. Contact the 
delivering carrier and request inspection of the 	 
damaged equipment. Do not destroy the carton as 
the inspector from the freight company will need 
this to determine the reason for damages. 
EFFICIENCY 	 
so "SUNMAT 
F7- Fi ure 1-1 
F DBased 




.A .2 .3 .4 .5 .5 .7 .1 
A tkt~cw n 
3. Normally, claims for any and all


damages should be filed with the freight company






4. Since all materials are sold FOB factory,
 
it is the responsibility of the-consignee to file 

claims with the delivering carrier for materials







1. Air Vent. An air vent should be installed

at the highestpoint in the supply or return line in


order to release air trapped in the piping. 

2. Expansion Tank. An expansion tank is


required in the supply or return line to allow for






3. Pressure Drop. In sizing pumps for


systems using water as the heat transfer fluid


the pressure drop through the collector can be


determined from Figure 1-3. For systems using


anti-freeze heat transfer fluids, the pressure


drops should be adjusted based on data provided
 
by the supplier of the heat transfer fluid. 

4.- Relief Valves. A temperature relief 

valve set to open at 210OF and a pressure relief


valve set to open at 20 PSI must be included in


either the supply or return line: -Ordinarily the


pressure relief valve is located' indo6rs and con­

nected to a catch basin. The'4ppearance of liquid
 
in the catch basin provides evidence of a mal­

function, and in closed loop systems'the possible

need to add more heat transfer-fluid. ­
5. Strainers. A strainer should be installed


in the suply line to the collector. This strainer 





6. Pressures and Flows? The matimum recom­
mended operating pressure is,20;PSL -In practice 
this'means that the collector should not be connected 
directly to a water main. Subjedting'the system con­
tinuously to pressure above 20 PSI will cause the 

tubing to stretch over time and may lead 

to leaks in the system.
 
The minimum recommended flow rate throughaa
is 2 GPM to insure optimum efficiency. The 
smaximum recommended flow rate through a collector 
is 5 GPM. Higher flows will create velocities through 
headers which may cause whistling and/or erosion. 
7. Gauges. In closed loop systems a pressure
gauge reading the system pressure (usually 20 PSI) 

is recommended. A drop in system pressure usually 
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F. Installing the SUNMAT Solar Collector 
1. The inlet and outlet plumbing connections 
to the SUNMAT collector are located at the same 
end of the collector. The 3/4" NPT cornlections 
are located either gn the right or left side, both 
sides, or tile ba side of tlhe collector. The con­
figuration,. wlich depends on where the pipes will 
best penetr-4e the roof, is specified at tie timethe order is placed with the factory. 
2. The collector may be mounted vertically 
or horizontally with the plumbing connections at 
either the top or the bottom. Because the inside 
diameter of the collector tubing is small, trapped 
air is readily sweult away when heat transfer fluid 
is circulated tbrgquglb the system, so the headers 
may be located at the bottom of a vertically 
mounted collpetor. 
3. 	 When two or more collectors are to be 
side-by-,side,. it -is-permissible to -make the inlet/outlet connections to one collector through 
one other collector. In this way four collectors 
can be hooked up to one supply and return line. 
Figure 1-2. 
4. For esthetic reasons care should be taken 
to insure that collector sides are parallel to 
adjacent roof lines. A chalk line is also helpful
in getting the correct alignment. It is also helpful 






5. If the roof structure underlaynient is 
plywood and is in good condition, the collectors 
may be bolted to the plywood. The most secure 
connection is to bolt the collectors into the rafters. 
Holes in the collector mounting flange should be 
made to coincide with the location of the rafters. 
Holes in~the flange should be 3/8" diameter. To 
allow for differential expansion they should also 
generally be elongated (up to 1" for 2 6-foot long 
collectors). To locate the rafters, use a stud 
finder or tap the roof with a hammer. The more 
solid sound indicates the rafter. Once the gen­
eral location of the rafters has been determined, 
a nail can be driven through the roof to more 
precisely locate the rafter6. These rafter loca­
tion nails can be driven through a 2" x 4' that 
will also serve as a'temporary horizontal sup­
port at the bottom of the collectors while they 
are being bolted to the roof. ­
6. The collectors carmow be brought up 
onto the roof. One way to bring the collectors 
onto the roof is to slide them up a ladder. With 
one person at the top of the ladder pulling and a 
second person pushing from below,, the collector 
can be moved into place relatively easily. 
7. Drill holes through the roof into the 
rafters. If 1/4" diameter lag bolts are used 
(min. recommended diameter) then the holes 
drilled into the roof should be several drill sizes 
smaller. Mter the holes are drilled into the 
rafter they should be filled with silicone sealant 
before the bolts are inserted. The bolts shpuld be 
of sufficient length that they penetrate the plywood 
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8. The collectors should be spaced a -SPECIFICATIONS 
minimum of 1/4" apart so that thermal expansion 
and contraction of the frame does not disturb the 50-"o' 
mounting. 
HEDR9. The manifold inlet and outlet connections ­
are 3/4" NPT. Teflon tape is recommended as a 
sealant for all threaded connections. Do not in­

sulate the piping or add flashing until the system - TUBE 

is pressure-tested. Finding the leaks under flash­

ing and insulation is quite difficult. T 
10. All roof penetrations should be sealed a TUBING 
second time to insure against leaks. Silicone . 
sealant is a good choice. 
11. Remove the nailer at the bottom of the 
 
collector that was used to hold the collectors on 
 
the roof and fill the nail holes with silicone sealant. 
 
F. REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE 
1. No routine maintenance is required, but 
the system should be checked at least annually for


breakdowns in the system.


2. Rain should keep the collector cover 
relatively dirt-free. However, if dirt or dust ac-

cumulates, it may be necessary to hose and wash 
 
the cover. Normal wind and water gradually ab-

rade the cover panel, and to insure optimum per-

formarce every five to seven years the panel 
 
-must be spray-coated with Kal-Lac, a fast-drying 
 
liquid-applied by roller, spray or brush. 
 
3. Any leakstliat may.develop inthe tubing 
 3.stem th tha op icther bing-U-bendscany leeasesystem can be repaired with copper splicer 
tubes and Stimpson clamps from the repair I&-_..-... 
 
To make this type of repair a heavy, wide-bladed 
 
screwdriver should be used to pop the glazing 
 
frame piece off from the side wall. It is usually 
 
best to start at one corner. After the plastic zip-

per lock is undone, the cover can be rolled back 
 
to expose the tubing. To repair the tubing the 
 
damaged piece should be cut out and a splicer tube 
 
put in its place and fastened with Stimpson clamps 
 
at either end. Then the glazing should be reposi-

- tioned in place and the side and top plastic frame 
pieces snapped back together with a rubber mallet 
starting at the corners and finishing midway 
between. 
4. Because of the small diameter of the 
 
SUNMAT tubing, capillary action prevents com­

plete draining of the tubing. In the event the 
 
collector must be completely drained, air pres-





5. Every several years flushing the sys­
tem may be advisable. Water run through the 
 
system at 40 PSI is generally adequate. Connec-





6. Heat Transfer Fluids. Heat transfer fluids 
should be maintained in accordance with specifica­
tions provided by the manufacturer. The SUNMAT 
system is compatible with glycol anti-freezes. Con­

















TransmLssivgty: 88% at M 78% at 45*










Surface: Black, high temperature urethane coating


Aluminum Sheet: .002" thick


Tubing: 5116"OD EPDM dual tubing


-Tube spacing 11/" on center


-Manifold and outlet V4"OD type Loopper

and manifold-to-tubing connections 1'/"copper 
INSULATION: 
- High temperature (3SOF)rigid fiberglass 
Density: 4.0 lbs/ft 
2"onbottomR=9 1"on sides, R=4.5 @70F 
DESICCANT: 












1"flange around total perimeter




















Maximum operating pressure: 20 PSI






.018GPM square foot of mat








PINpe foot on Om 
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SUNMAT Field-Assembled Solar Collector


Installation, Operation & Service Manual


The SUNMAT Field-Assembled Solar Collector 
System is a non-metallic single-glazed edllector designed 
to be constructed on site in much larger sizes than con­
ventional factory-assembled panels. The system allows 
INDEX the collector to be tailored to fit the dimensions of any 
installation and provides economies of scale in construe­




K. -Collector Sizing ............... 	 The SUNMAT consists of a flexible grid of 30


B. Materials and Tools .............. 2 closely spaced elastomer twin tubes cemented to an


C. Damage in Transit ................ 2 insulation board base and covered with a flexible


D. System Design .................. 2 reinforced plastic cover. The grid substitutes for the


IL 	 Mounting the Collector metal absorber plate used in conventional panel-type 
untg ....................... 3 collectors. 
111. 	 Installation 
7C Th ulation Bed ................ 3 ALL aspects of this installation must comply with 
B. Pressure-Testing ............ 4 NATIONAL, STATE and LOCAL codes.


C. Cementing the Grid ............ 4


D. Dryer Tubes ..................... 7 The information in this manual has been prepared to


E. Glazing ..................... .. 7 save time, obtain the best possible installation and insure


F. Waterproofing ................. .. 7 continuous trouble-free operation of the collector system.


IV. Repairs and Maintenance 
A. General ........................ 7 All materials obtained locally or from suppliers other than


V. Specations 	 CALMAC Manufacturing Corporation must be in accordance 
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A. Collector Sizing 
The proper sizing of a collector system is a complex 
process and a number of acceptable methods are avail­
able. For a proven, workable procedure.refer.to. 
CA-IAjAC-TechnicalGuide SE-1223. The efficiency 
of the collector--a key input in the sizing calculations-­
is shown in Figure L 
B. Materials and Tools 




Item 	 Quantity 
Absorber tubing system 4' x desired length 

(EPDM tubing grid with 






Absorber cement 	 One gallon for every 
40 square feet 
Plastic Cover Panel 	 4' x desired length 
Insulation Board 	 220% of collector area 
Contact Cement 	 One gallon for every 

130 square feet 

Insulation Cement 	 One gallon for every

60 square feet 

EPDM Hose 	 1/2" per square foot 
of collector 




Condensation Dryers 	 One for every 200 

square feet of collector 

or fraction thereof 

Foil-Faced Tape 	 Four feet for every four 
feet of collector length 
For further specification on the materials refer to 

the Specifications Section. 













pair of hand gloves





























1 2 .3 -4 5 .6 	 .7 .8 
iNurnscraton 
C. Damage in Transit 
L Upon receipt of shipment of this material,
inspect all cartons for external damage. If external


damage is noted, open the carton and inspect for


damage to equipment. Mark the number of cartons

received in this condition on the delivering carrier's


waybill, and request the services of the inspector.


2. If upon opening a carton concealed damage 
is discovered, open the entire shipment and note all 
equipment so damaged. Contact the delivering carrier 
and request inspection of the damaged equipment. 
Do not destroy the carton as the inspector from the 
freight company will need this to determine the 
reason for damages. 
3. Normally, claims for any and all damages 
should be filed with the freight company within five 
working days after receipt of shipment. 
4. Since all materials are sold FOB factory, 
it is the responsibility of the consignee to file claims 
with the delivering carrier for materials receivedin damaged condition. 
D. System Design 
1. Headering. When two or more collectors are 
to be used and assembled side by side, it is permiss­
ible to connect the header system of one collector to 
the in and out piping through one other header system. 
Using a T-connection it is possible to hook four 
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2. Air Vent. An air vent should be installed 
at the hi-hest point in the supply or return line 
in order to release air trapped in the piping. 
3. Expansion Tank. Ab expansion tank is 
required in th-e supplyor return line to allow for 
thermal expansion and contraction of the heat­
transfer fluid. 
3. PresueDro. In sizing pumps for 
systems using wateras the heat transfer fluid 
the pressure drop through the collector can be.. 
determined from Figure 3. For systems using 
anti-freeze heat transfer fluids, the pressure 
drops should be adjusted based on data providedby the supplier of the heat transfer fluid. 
4. Relief Valves. A temperature relief 
valve set to open at 210OF and a pressure relief 
valve set to open at 20 PSI must be included in 
either the supply or return line. Ordinarily the 
pressure relief valve is located indoors and con­
nected to a catch basin. The appearance of liquid 
in the catch basin provides evidence of a mal­
function, and in closed loop systems the possible 
need to add more heat transfer fluid, 
5. Strainers. A strainer should be installed 
in the supply lneto the collector. This strainer 
should be checked one week after startup and 
arnally hereafter. 
6. Pressures and Flows. The maximum recom­
mended operating pressure is 20 PSL In practice 
this means that the collector should not be connected 
directly to a water main. Subjecting the system con­
tinuously to pressure above 20 PSI will cause the 
SUNMAT tubing to stretch over time and may lead 
to leaks in the system. 
The minimum recommended flow rate throughaa 
collector is 2 GPM to insure optimum efficiercy. The 
maximum recommended flow rate through a collector 
is 5 GPM. Higher flows will create velocities through 
the headers which may cause whistling and/or erosion. 
7. G In closed loop systems a pressure 
gauge reading the system pressure (usually 20 PSI) 
is recommended. A drop in system pressure usually
indicates a leak in the system. 
IL MOUNTING TEE COLUECTOR 
A. Mounting the Collector 
L When the system is built on a steeply slanting 
roof, a scaffolding should always be used. A scaffold­
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2. The surface on which the SUNMAT system is 
to be built must be sturdy and flat. As a rule, any 
normal roofing surface is acceptable as long as the 
fiberglass insulation which forms the collector bed 
can be bonded firmly to-it with roofing mastic. Since 
the SUNMAT is quite lightweight, installation on an 
existing roof does not add appreciably to the load on 
the roof and is usually quite safe. 
3. The layout of the collector installation must 
take into consideration the size and shape of the space
avAilable for the collectors. Each grid of the SUNMAT 
system is 4' wide. The length of the SUNMAT collector 
can be any size up to 50' and is therefore cut to fit the 
available space. In laying out the length, however, it 
is important to keep in mind that an additional 4" must 
be allowed beyond the desired length of the absorber 
system for connecting the headers and U-bends. It 
is also advisable to keep the length of the SUNMAT 
as long as practicable since this reduces the cost 
per square foot. 
4. The collectors should not be mounted absolute­
ly horizontal since in this position water will pond on 

the glazing and dirt will accumulate. The minimum 

recommended slope is 1 in 12. 

M. INSTALLATION 
A. Constructing the Insulation Bed 
L Cut and build the bed of insulation board. 

This bed is made of 1' thick foil-faced fiberglass 

insulation boards cemented face to face. The 

bottom boards are 2' x 4'. The top boards are 4' 
x 10' boards that have been factory-outgassed at 
350°F for an hour. r' must be trimmed off these 
boards to allow for the perimeter walls. 
3 
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Any leaks should make a hissing sound. Leaks 
The boards must also be trimmed to the proper are rare and are usually caused by improper 
length, which is a function of the size of the collector, connections between the SIrNMAT tubing and the 
The top board must be 2" shorter than the bottom U-bends or ieaders. Leaks can be detected by 
board--again, to allow for the perimeter walls. applying soapy water and looking for bubbles. 
The unlaced sides of the boards are cemented Leaks can be repaired by adjusting or replacing 
together using the insulation cement to make a the Stimpson clamps. The tubing itself does not 
2" board foil-faced on both sides. In order to generally leak unless it has been damaged in 
make one unified section the top and bottom boards shipment or handling. Leaks in the tub: ig are 
are overlapped. The top boards are centered on repaired with splicers from the repair kit in 
the bottom board to allow for the perimeter walls, accordance with instructions in the section on 
See Figure 3. 	 Repairs and Maintenance. 
2. Cut and cement the fiberglass 
insulation perimeter strips to the bed. This C. Cementing the SUNMAT Grid to the 
wall provides the surface to which the cover Insulation Bed 
panel is cemented. The strips are 2 1/2" wide. 
The length depends on the size of the collector. 1. Position the SUNM4AT grid in place. The 
Contact cement is used to adhere the strips to header end of tilemat should be butted against 
the insulation bed. See Figure 4. the end border of the bed. If the mat is fairly 
short, it can be placed directly on the insulation.3. Mount the insulation board bed on its If it is long, it may be easier to roll it off the 
supporting surface. The bed can be affixed shipping roll and onto the insulation bed. The 
directly to smooth supporting surfaces with header and U-bend ends of the mat should be 
ordinary roofing mastic. On surfaces that are secured in place with a piece of foil-faced tape 
irregular, such as shingled roofs, laying down pressed down between each tube onto the foil­
a plywood frame and adhering the bed to the faced insulation board. Similarly, foil-faced 
frame with roofing mastic is recommended. tape should be used to hold the mat itself in place 
every four feet. See Figure 	 5. B. Pressure-Testing the SUNMAT for Leaks 
2. Put three spacer blocks in place 12" 
1. Pressure-test the tubing system for apart every two feet. These blocks are made of 11/2" 
leaks using a portable air compressor, lengths of 1" EPDM hose. They are set in place 
bicycle pump or canister of compressed air between slightly spread tubes and held in place by 
to pressurize the tubing to 40 PSL One of the the absorber cement (next step). See Figure 6. 
headers is supplied with a tank valve to facili­
tate testing for leaks. 	 3. Spray or brush the two-part absorber 
cement over the entire surface until the aluminum 
foil is completely blacked out. To insure a good 
bond the joint where the tubes and foil meet must be 
filled with adhesive. In mixing the two-part cement, 
-	
Figure directions on the can should be followed carefully. 
At the side of the collector where the external
_______4. 
-Of- L 	 plumbing corections are to be made, passageways for 
the connections should be cut through the perimeter 
strips and pipe nipples for the connections should be 
cut through the perimeter strips and pipe nipples 
extending through the perimeter wall should be 
installed. At this point ifx the construction process 
it is usually advantageous to hook up the sensor 
that measures the outlet temperature for the differ­
ential thermostat and any other valves or vents 
indicated. See Figure 7. 
22 
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D. Dryer Tubes 
L Install one dryer tube for every 200 square 	 4. Any leaks that may develop in 
feet of collector or fraction thereof. Dryer tubes the tubing system can be repaired with c)pper 
are used to prevent the build-up of mQisture conden- splicer tubes and Stimpson-clamps-from-the 
sation-under-the-colector-glazing. The-dryer-tIhb repair kit. To make this type of repair a 
is installed along the outside perimeter by punching knife should be used to cut through the fiberglass 
an outlet in the border strip with a screwdriver, border strips. After the cut is made, the cover 
See Figure 8. can be lifted to expose the tubing. To repair the 
tubing the damaged piece should be cut out and a 
E. 	 Installing the Plastic Glazing splicer tube put in its place and fastened with

Stimpson clamps at either end. See Figure IL

L Apply a coat of contact cement to the top edge Contact cement can then be used to cement the

of the perimeter strip. Start from one end, then fiberglass back together. Finally a new coat 
move to the sides and down the borders toward the of mastic should be applied to seal the collector. 
opposite end, catching the spacer blocks as well. 
If the length of the collector is less than 12 feet, the 5. Because of the small diameter of the 
contact cement can be applied in one step but if the SUNMAT tubing, capillary action prevents easy 
length exceeds 12 feet, more than one step may be draining of the tubing. In the event the collector 
necessary since the cement dries quickly, must be completely drained, air pressure must 
be used to force fluid out of the tubing grid.2. Place the end of the rolled up 
plastic glazing over the end of the collector 6. Every several years flushing of the system 
coated first, and unroll the glazing. The may be advisable. Water run through the system 
glazing should be unrolled gradually, making at 40 PSI is generally adequate. Connections for 
sure that it is running square to thb border, flushing should be included at the time of installa-
After it is completely unrolled, press it lightly tion. 
against the border and spacer blocks to insure 
good bonding. 7. Heat Transfer Fluids. Heat transfer fluids 
should be maintained in accordance with specifica­
tions provided by the manufacturer. The SUNMAT 
F. 	 Waterproofing the Complete Collector system is compatible with glycol anti-freezes. Con­
tact CALMAC before using other anti-freezes.L Waterproof the entire system by 	 __________________________ 
applying roofing mastic to all the exposed 
insulation, and to the 1" edge of the plastic smmr mim S Impsow CL4P 
glazing that overlaps the insulation board peri-S ,*'/--P C 
meter. Cement should be used liberally to make 
a seal around the header pipes and dryer tube - ' --­
where they come through the insulation board. ---4-
Use masking tape on the glazing so as to make 
a straight edge between mastic and glazing. Figure i 




1. No routine maintenance is required, but 
the collector should be checked at least annually 
for breakdowns in the system. 
2. Rain should keep the collector cover 
relatively dirt-free. However, if dirt or dust 
accumulates, it may be necessary to hose and 
wash the-cover. Normal wind and water gradually 
abrade the cover panel, and to insure optimum 
performance every five to-seven years the panel 
must be spray-coated with Kal-Ijac, a fast-drying 
liquid applied by roller, spray or brush. 
3. Over time cracks may develop in the 
waterproofing, particularly in areas where the 
roofing mastic was put on too thin. These cracks 
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Length: Up to 50'


Depth: 3 1/2" 
 
Weight (unfilled): 2. 0 pounds/ft2 
 
Coolant Weight: .2 pounds/ft2 
 
MATERIALS: 
Glazing: .025" Bage fiberglass-reinforced 
poiester. 8 T solar transmittance at 00, 
78 at 450. Kalwall SUN-LITE Premium H 
or equivalent. 
Absorber: 5/16" OD, 3/16" ID EPDM dual 
tubing spaced 11/2" on center bonded to 
insulation board with CAL-ZORB urethane 
cement. One gallon covers 40 square feet. 
Headers: 3/4" x 42 1/2" type L copper pipe. 
External connections are 3/4" threaded 
pipe connections soldered to the pipe. 
Connections to the absorber tubing are 1/4" 
nipples soldered to the pipe every 1 3/8". 
Two headers per mat. 
Desiccant: Silica gel in aluminum wire 
mesh tube. One dryer required for 
every 200 square feet of collector or 
fraction thereof. 
Fiberglass duct board, highInsulation: 




cubic foot density, foil-faced, " thick. 
Owens-Corning Fiberglass 703 or 
equivalent. 
Adhesives: Contact cement used to bond 
cover panel and perimeter walls to in­
sulation bed, 3M 1300 Rubber Adhesive 
or equivalent. One gallon for every 
130 square feet of collector. Adhesive 
used to waterproof the collector, 
roofing mastic. Adhesive used to bond 
insulation together, Foster 85-15 
Stic-Safe Adhesive. 
Coolant: Water or mixture of glycol and 
water. . 03 gallons per square foot. 
OPERATING DATA: 
Flow Rates: . 018 GPM per square foot of 
mat, minimum of 2.0 GPM. 
Pressure Drop: . 16 PSI per foot of length 
of mat, water. 
.2 PSI per foot of length of mat, 40% 







Maximum allowable tubing temperature, 
350 0 F. 
Fluid Pressure: Maximum operating
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Collector Sizing Guide 
For Solar Energy Systems 
A. Sizing of Conventional vs. Solar Systems 
Determining the optimum size for a solar 
collector is an economic decision as well as 
a technical one. In this respect the job of 
sizing a solar system is somewhat different 
from the job of sizing a conventional heating 
or air conditioning system. Conventional 
heating-or air conditioning systems are sized 
by determining the capacity required to meet 
the peak demands of design conditions--since 
the equipment is the only source of heating 
and cooling and is expected to provide ade­
quate performance at the extremes of ex- 
pected conditions. Solar systems, on the 
other hand, operate in conjunction with back­
up systems, which take up the load under ex­
treme conditions that the solar system cannot 
handle. 
The sizing question is not "How much capaci­
ty is needed to handle 100% of the load?" as 
it is with conventional equipment, but rather 
two questions: "How much of the capacity 
should the solar system provide?" and "How 
big a system is required to provide that 
portion of the capacit ?" 
The first of these two questions is the key one 
and it is an economic one. Solar systems in­
volve high initial capital costs and low operat­
ing costs, and the capital costs are paid for 
out of the energy costs saved every day the 
equipment is used. The optimum amount of 
solar capacity to install is therefore the 
amount that will recover the initial costs out 
of lowered operating costs as quickly as possi­
ble. From this standpoint excess solar ca­
pacity is uneconomic--excess capacity is ca­
pacity that is not being used, and capacity 
that is not being used, is not saving energy 
and paying for itself. As a result, optimally 
sized solar equipment generally should pro­
vide about 501 of'the total-annual energy re­
quirements for most applications. 
The methods described in this manual for 
sizing solar systems provide a rapid;
practical means of estimating heating load 
requirements and the solar contribution to 
that heating requirement. Other, more 
sophisticated methods, some using computer 
analysis, are available and may be used, but 
the niethods described here are accurate 
enough for most applications. The SUNMAT" 
Collector efficiency data included in the 
Specifications section should be used when 
further analysis is indicated. 
PAGE 
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B. Determfinflg the Heating Load 
1. Determining the total heating require­
ment is the firststep-in sizing-the-solar 
system. 
a. Domestic Hot Water. The amount of 
heaf required to produce hot water for a 
home depends on the temperature of the in­
coming water, and the amount of water used. 
Table A illustrates typical monthly temper­
atures of water in domestic supply mains 
and can be used as a guide in determining 
the incoming temperature. Local water 
suppliers can provide more accurate data 
for specific locations.-
The U.S. Department of Commerce has com­
piled estimates of how much hot water an 
average household consumes in a variety of 
daily uses: 
Clothes Washer (hot)....... 21 GPD 
Bath/Shower .............. 15 GPD 
Automatic Dishwasher ..... 15 GPD 
Hand Dishwashing ......... 4 GPD 
Food Preparations ........ 3 GPD 
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On average a family uses 20-25 gallons per 
person per day for bathing and cooking. To 
this must be added requirements for various 
appliances. 
Use Figure 1-1 to estimate the domestic hot 
water heat requirements and fill in the esti­
mates in Column M of Table B. Figure 1-2 
provides an example for a family of five 
located in Boston. 
b.' Space Heating. The amount of energy re­
quired to heat a home can be calculated in the
conventional manner or by examining old fuel 
bills. However, as a rule of thumb it is also 
possible to estimate the heating load as 8 , 
BTUs per degree-day per square foot of build­
ing. This is what the heat loss should be forsolar-heated home. If it is higher than this, 
additional.insulation should be provided. 
Complete Columfi L and M of Table C to de­
the heating load'on the building in 
questiom Table D provides degree day esti­
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C. Determining the Collector Size 
1. The first step in sizipg the collector is Use Tables E, F and G to fill in the neces­
to determine the angle which the collector is sary data on tilt factor, horizontal insolation, 
to be tilted. The optimum tilt is that angle and average temperature. The Average 
that spreads out the-amount of sun that can be Daytime Air Temperature is generally esti­
collected as evenly as possible over the entire mated at six degrees above the 24-hour aver­
period of intended use. In an application re­
quiring year-round use, for example, this 
age temperature. Then proceed to carry 
out the calculations necessaryto complete 
means an angle which allows full collection of Section II of the tables. 
the sun's weaker rays in the winter but 
misses some of the stronger rays in the sum­ 3. The last step in sizing the solar system 
mer. Figure 1-3 can be used as a guide in involves determining the collector area re­
determining the optimum collector angle. quired to meet the desired portion of the 
total annual load. 
The collectors should also be installed facing 
as directly south as possible, although vari­ a. Domestic Hot Water. The solar system 
ations of up to 150 will not have a significant should be sized to provide 50 to 60% of the 
impact on performance. energy requirements for a domestic hot water 
2. The next step in.this process is to calcu­
system. To make a preliminary estimate of 
the amount of collector area required, divide 
late the amount of energy that one square foot the total heating requirement in the month of 
of collector can provide on an average day in June by the amount of energy collected by one 
each of the twelve months of the year. To do square foot of collector in June. Then use 
this complete Section I of Table B for Hot this amount which is the area required to 
Water Heating and Table C for Space Heating. provide 1007 of the heat in June, as the esti­
mate of the optimum size. 
Then proceed to calculate how much energy 
&by 
the system will provide in the other 11 months 
multiplying the amount of energy one 
square foot will collect by the number of 




< g ,-. 
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To determine the percentage of the annual hot 
heating requirement the solar system 
will provide, amounts in excess of the 
needed must be lopped off. So enter 
in Column N, Usable Solar Energy, the lower 
of Columns L and M. 
so Add up the total annual heating requirement 
(Column M) and the total Usable Solar Energy 
(Column L) and divide in order to determine , 
the percentage of total requirements provided
by solar. If the percentage is not between 50 





b. Space Heatin . In a space heating appli­
cation the economic size of the collector 
system is an area capable of providing rough­
40 to 50%of the total requirement. The 
method of determining the percentage of heat 
by the solar system is identical to 
the method used for domestic hot water heat­
except that the initial estimate is made 
by dividing the total heating requirement in 
March by the amount of energy collected by 
one square foot of collector in March. 
20 25 30 35 a 45 




TABLE A G H 
Source and Monthly Temperature in *F at that Source o Cold Water Supply in 14 Cities 1.00 '1.00 
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D 
Albuquerque W 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 .99 . 78,
Boston Re 32 " 36 39 52 58 71 74 67 60 56 48 45 
Chicago L 32 32 34 42 51 57 65 67 62 57 45 35 .98 .73 
Denver 39 40 43 49 55 60 63 64 63 56 45 37 
Ft Worth L 56 49 57 70 75 81 79 83 81 72 56 46 
LasVegas W 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 .96 .63 
Los Angeles RiW 50 50 54 63 68 73 74 76 75 69 61 55 
Miami- W 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 .95 .60 
Nashville R2 46 46. 53 66 63 69 71 75 75 71 58 53 
New Yok C W 36 35 36 39 47 54 52 60 61 57 48 45 .94 .57 
Phoenix Ri Re W 48 48 50 52 57 59 63 75 79 69 59 54 
Sail Lake C W C 35 37 38 41 43 47 53 52 48 43 38 37 .93 
Seattle Ri 39 37 43 45 48 57 60 68 66 57 48 43 .92 .Sl 
Washington RI 42 42 52 55 63 67 67 78 79 68 55 46 .91 .48 
Source Data Irom Handbook ol Air Conditioning System Design p 5.41 through 5 46. McGraw Hill Book .90 .46 
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Rchmond............. A 473 0 0 36 224 495 784 815 703 546' 219 53 0 3865 Montreal C 86 28 165 46884 13552508328283865728 Is 789


Roanoke .......... A 46 0 0 5 229 544 825 834 722 614 .261 65 0 4150 Quec . , ...... A - 56 H 273 636 61516 5 477 1296 819 428 226 9372
.. ... IoyI 2 6 	 .b.....-402 ,24359297218473 82287..4..8188937 
t	 68 8 IA 442 6 636 834 675 645480307'1775236474181 C 
So1tceTsco........A 442 56 P2 262 391 633 750 828 678 657 474 295 859 545 Prince Alboet ... .....A - 8136 414 97 368 1872 2208 8763 1559 867 446 289 11630 
Wash 	 Oynpss 	 78 I 753 
Scalt.....................C 469 50 47 229 329 543 657 738 599. 577 396 2421817 4424 Ren . A78 93 360 742 88284 8728 1965 26871 8473 ' 8048 9 2028


SpAne ................... A 365 9 25 868 493 1 8 1 . 6 c C 56 87 32 7 8 8 2 8 8 8 0870
87380 i 688 843' 986 7458589 342177 k 45.405Wall.Wait C 438 0 0 
Yalcm *, A' 398 0 82 84 450 8281 0 263 68. 713435 - 2 659 T a........ .. ... C25612 5 50 2838 8 570 254 5067Vm , 8 1 	 My Undie  204, 366 W3250 247 1992Chalio 	 241 5 105 0218.D29 4454 
Elk s.. ..A' 401 25 	 85 79 91 78 20. ,Mylnig..... 	 -- 0 6 4 2574 22141 92 65821tl2443 11 8 0 0 63 254 591 865 	 80 7 70 648 30. 96I 9 4476 Ek. A: 79iiadard d9s13Sfar aes narrns,wene il tcyc'rpi 8951-l96,adined so aorss nihrn theAct 	 1931896Iiont.. , A 450 0 0 63 257585 764 1 636 294 998 1 4446I90 	 1 8 889 145
Pa ke rb rg . ..... C 435 0 0 0 1264 30j9 ,92 26 i 691 339 47 ' 
Wioc GreenfBay A I 303 74484 1494 313 41 654335 99 8029 
LaCo . A 315 22 19 	 153 437 92. 2 070; 50 245 69, 7589Madison A 309 25 40 	 17344 9 830 M4 8 27 8183 88 320 1 IOLj78637787M.1wauke ,,, . A 326 43 	 1376 88938054 642 372 135 7635 
Wyo 	 Cuper. ......... A 334 6 86 8921 524 942 8 0 8 020 67 381.29 7410 
CheyenneA 342 2822 217025 2042 1026 428 I 7382 
Lander , A 314 6 89 20 55 1020212I14.817 I1845 107. 64 3881 853, 7870 g 
Sherdan * A 325 25 38 219 539 94 8 1355 154 ,l,8 .642 366 7680 




56 82 31 8 6 1W.thbnd. ........ 
 
W,C. 6Kant A, 22 40 889 546 94 8838 8324 8057 818 462 287 802 679 
Kamlce A -on 2 2148 10 8420 8 1319 122 747 279975 PcrnceRu C..........C 	 708 868 936 808 882 64 493 357 7029
Vancnar'..... ....... .. ' 9 456 7 787 862 23 676 -1 320 565


Vielo.s , 136 840 225 462 663 775 84 718 9 Sol 4 04I59




TABLES F & G 
Radiation and Other Data for 80 Locations in th. Unitad States 
2 (, Hothly vcse daily total rdi.tion on a horizontal surfaca, aZtuody-ft ; E-th fr"con of the extra terrestrial radia­
tion tran"ittd through the at.o.phar., tco.,rage dayime ,mbtent temperature. ,F) 
Jan Feb Bar Apr Kay Jun Jul A.. Sep Oct -v D. 
ALASKA 
Annette I ............... IH 236.2 428.4 883.4 1357.2 1634.7 1638.7 1632.1 1269.4 962 454.6 220.3 132


tat 55902-M ............ It 0.427 0.415 0.492 0.507 0.484 0.441- 0.454 0.427 0,449 0.347 0.304 0.361


E1. 110 ft.............. .t 35.8 37.5 39.7 44.4 51.0 56.2 58.6 59.6 54.8 48.2- 41.9 37.4


Narrow.................. i 13.3 143.2 713.3 1491.5 1883 2055.3 1602.2 953.5 428.4 152.4 "22.9 ­

Ltt. 71-20H ............I - 0.776 0.773 0.726 0.553 0.533 0.448 0.377 0.315 0.35 -
 ­

11. 22 ft ............... .o -13.2 -15.9 -12.7 2.1 20.3 35.4 41.6 40.0 31.7 18.6 2.6 -8.6


Sethl. .................. AM 142.4 404S 1052.4 1662.3 1711.8 1698.1 1401.8 938.7 755 430.6 164.9. 83


Lat.6047'N............. It 0.536 0.557 0.704 0.675 . 0.519 0.458 0.398 0.336 0.406 0.432 0.399 0.459


11. 125 ft ............ a 9.2 11.6 14.2 29.4 42.7 55.5 56.9 54.8 47.4 33.7 19.0 9.4
t0 
FZirbaoka................L- 66 283.4 860.5 1481.2 1806.2 1970.8 1702.9 1247.6 659.6 323.6 104.1 20.3


Lat.604911 ............. It 0.639 0.556 0.674 0.647 0.546 0.529 0.485 0.463 0.419 0.416 0.47 0.458


1. 436 ft .............. to -7.0 0.3 13.0 32.2 50.5 62.4 63.8, 58.3 47.1 29.6 5.5 -6.6


Metanuake................ j 119.2 345 - 1327.6 1628.4 1727.6 1526.9 1169 737.3 373.8 142.8 56.4


Ut.6130X ............. It 0.513 0.503 - 0.545 0.494 0.466 0.434 0.619 0.401 0.390 0.372 0.361






Eda on................. ii 331.7 652.4 1165.3 1541.7 1900.4 1914.4 1964.9 1528 1113.3 704.4 413.6 245


tat. 53'35'N ............ It 0.529 0.585 0.624 0.564 0.558 0.514 0.549 0.506 0,506 0.504 0.510 0.492






Little Rock............. ]jg 704.4 974.2 1335.8 1669.4 1960.1 2091.5 2081.2 1938.7 1640.6 1282.6 913.6 701.1


Lat.34' 'N ............ .. 0.424 0.458 0.496 0.513 0.545 0.559 0.566 0.574 0.561 0.552 0.484 0.463








Phol ................. .i 1126.6 1514.7 1967.1 2388.2 2709.6 2781.5 2450.5 2299.6 2131.3 160.9 1290 1040.9


Lat. 33"26' ............. It 0.65 0.691 0.716 0.728 0.753 0.745 0.667. 0.677 .722 0.708 0.657 0.652


I. 1112 ft ............. to 54.2 58.8 64.7 72.2 80.8 89.2 94.6 92.5 87.4 75.8 63.6 36.7


TBc.o....................A 1171.9 1453.8 - 2434.7 - 2601.4 2292.2 2179.7 2122.5 1640.9 1322.1 1132.1


Ltt. 32*07'M............,t( 0.648 0.646 - 0.738 - 0.98 0.625 0.640 0.71q 0.672 0.650 0.679






Devi .......... ......... I 1 599.2 945 1504 1959 2368.6 2619.2 2565.6 2287.8 1856.8 1231.5 795.6 550.5


Let. 3633'N........... It 0.416 0.490 0.591 0.617 0.662 0.697 0.697 0.687 0.664 0.596 0.477 0.421


El. 51 ft.,.............. to 47.6 52.1 56.8 63.1 69.6 75.7 81 79.4 76.7 67.8 57 48.7


FP.mo................... j 712.9 1116.6 1652.8 2049.4 2409.2 2641.7 2512.2 2300.7 2897.8 1415.5 906.6 616.6


Ltt. 36-46NN............ .. t 0.462 0.551 0.632 0 638 0.672 0.703 0.682 0.686 0.665 0.635 0.512 0.44


Z1. 331 ft .............. to 47.3 53.9 59.1 65.6 73.5 80.7 87.5 84.9 78.6 68.7 57.3 48.9


leyokc.................. . 1148.7 1554.2 2136.9 2594.8 2925.4 3108.8 2908.8 2759.4 2409.2 1819.2 3170.1 1094.4


tat. 35' 31'N............ c 0.716 0.745 0.803 0.8 0.815 0.830 0.790 0.820 0.834 0.795 0.743 0.742


El. 2440 ft............. . o 47.3 53.9 59.1 65.6 73 5 80.7 87.5 84.9 78.6 ,68.7 57.3 48.9


LamAngeles. (M0).... i 911.8 1221.6 1640.9 1866.8 2061.2 2259 2428A 2198.9 1891.5 1362.3 1053.1 877.8 
tat.3603' ............  t 0.538 0.568 0.602 0.571 0.573 0.605 0.66 0.648 0.643 0.578 0.548 0.566
 
1. 99 ft ........... t.. 57.9 59.2 61.8 64.3 67.6 70.7 75.8 76.1 74.2 69.6 65.4 60.2


Le. A (eles. ..... :& 930.6 1284.1 1729.5 1948 2196.7 2272.3 2413.6 2155.3 1898.1 1372.7 1082.3WAS) 901.1 
tLt. 33"56- .............Kt 0.547 0.596 0.635 0.595 0.610 0.608 0.657 0.635 0.641 0.574 0.551 0.566

8 . 99 ft ................ to 56.2 56.9 59.2 61.4 64.2 66.7 69.6 70.2 69.1 66.1 62.6 58.7


Riveride...........,. &... 999.6 1335 1750.5 1943.2 2282.3 2492.6 2443.5 2263.8 1955.3 1309.6 1169 979.7 
ta. 3317-7M. .. ... I t 0.589 0.617 0.643 0.594 0.635 0.667 0.665 0.668 0.665 0.639 0.606 0.626 
El. 1020 ft............. .t 55.3 57.0 60.6 65.0 69.4 74.0 81.0 81.0 76.5 71.0 63.1 57.2


Santa ".is ............. !_1 983.8 1296.3 1805.9 2067.9 2375.6 2599.6 2540.6 2293.3 1q65.7 1566.4 1169 943.9


Ltt. 34-34't .............. B 0.59S 0.613 0.671 0.636 0.661 0.695 0.690 0.678 0.674 0.676 0.624 0.627






Grand Junclor..."S... i 88 1210.7 1622.9 2002.2 2300.3 2645.4 2517.7 2157.2 1957.5 1394.8 969.7 793.4 
Lt. 39-07'H ............ .. I 0.597 0.633 0.643 0.632 0.643 0.704 0.690 0.65 0.705 *0.654 0.59 0.621 
1. 4649 ft ............. . 26.9 35.0 44.6 55.8 66.3 75.7 82.5 79.6 71.4 58.3 42.0 31.4


rand LilA .............. .! 735 1135.4 1579.3 1876.7 1974.9 2369.7 2103.3 1705.5 1715.8 1212.2 775.6 660.S


let. 40'15'H .......... It 0.541 0.615 0.637 0.597 0.553 0.63 0.572 0.516 0.626 0.583 0.494 0.542


11. 8389 ft ........... to 18.5 23.1 28.5 39.1 48.7 56.6 62.8 61.5 55.5 45.2 30.3 22.6






J.n Tab Wr Apr M., Jun Jul Au$ Sep Oct , . Oc 
PIZMUCT r C "u


im nt (=)...... f 632.4 901.5 1255 1600.4 1846.8 2080.8 1929.9 1712.2 1446.1 1083.4 763.5 594.1


. ........* 0.445 0.520
It. 3851 *X a 0.470 0.496 0.504 0.516 0.53 0.524 0.516 0.506 0.464 0.460

U. 4 ft ........ *. to 3.4 39.6 45.1 57.5 67.7 76.2 79.9 77.9 72.2 60.9 5C.2 40.2


4lachiccl ol.... --. 1107 1378.2 1654 2 2040.9 2268.6 2195.9 1978.6 1912.9 1703.3 1544.6 1243.2 982.3






1 . 35 ft............... t 57.3 59.0 62.9 69.5 76.4 81.8 $3.1 83.1 80.6 73.2 63.7 58.55


Gals..ill............ i 1036.9 1324.7 1635 1956.4 1934.7 1960.9 1895 6 1873.8 1615.1 1312.2 1169.7 919.5


Itt. 23-39-91............ K 0.535 0.56 0.568 0.587 0.538 0.531 0.519 0.547 0.529 0.515 0.537 0.S08
75 7 
21. 165 ft.............. to 62.1 63.1 67.5 72.8 79.4 83.4 53.8 84.1 82 . 67.2 62.4


mt. ... . .!s 1292.2 1554.6 1828.8 2020.6 2065.6 1991.5 1992.6 1890.8 1646.8 1436.5- 1321 1183.4 

tt. It 0.604 0.616 0.612 0.600 0.578 0.545 0.552 0.525 
 0.534 0.559 0.588
247. D........ 0.549 





ma...,....... . 1223.6 1461.2 1771.9 2016.2 2228 2146.5 1999 1845.4 1687.8 1493.3 1328.4 1119.5.


IAt. 2fl55'N........,I 0.605 0.600 0.606 0.602 0.620 0.583 0 548 0.537 0.546 0.572 0.590 0.589


11. 11 ft,............... to 64.2 65.7 68.8 74.3 79.4 83.0 54.0 84.4 82.9 77.2 69.6 65.5


AtlIta*................is a 100.1 1426.9 1807 2618.1 2002.6 2002.9 1598.1 1519.2 1290.0 997.8 751,E


Iat. 33*39' ........ It 0.493 0.496 0.522 0 551 0.561 0 564 0.545 0.559 0.515 0.543 0 510 0.474


31. 976 f .............. to 47.2 49.6 55.9 65.0 73.2 50.9 82.4 81.6 77.4 . 66.5 54.8 47.7


ttf. .,,........ j 809.6 1135 8 1450.9 1923 6 2163 I 2176 2064.9 1961.2 1605.9 1352.4 1073.8 781.5


Itt. 33-1581............ I t 0.513 0.517 0.528 0.586 0.601 0.583 0.562 0.578 0.543 0.565 0.545 0.487

21. 960 It.............. to 48.9 51.0 59.1 66.7 74.6 81.2 83.0 82.2 78.4 68 57.3 49.4


8.±.... .*.......... 511.18 804.9 3280.4 1814.4 2189.3 2376.7 2500.3 2149.4 1717.7 1128.4 678.6 456.8


U't.434't............K 0.446 0.533 0.548 0.594 0.619 0.631 0.684 0.660 0.656 0.588 0.494 d.442
c1. 2644 ft............. t 29.5 36 5 45 0 53 5 62.1 69.3 19.6 77.2 66.7 56.3 42.3 33.1
o 
1-t........ .*..... (590 79 1255.7 148105 1866 2041 7 1990.8 1836.9 1469.4 1015.5 (639) (531) 
tat. 415t0*,,,... ,t (0.464) 0.196 0.520 0.477 0 525 0 542 0.542 0.559 0.547 0.506 (0.433)(0.467) 
11 595 ft............... to 28.9 30.3 39.5 49.7 59.2 70 8 ?5.6 74.3 67.2 57.6 43.0 30 6 
d.1 lf6 ........... ._ 526.2 797.4 1154 1 1481.2 3828 2042 2039.5 1832.1 113 3 10944 662.4 491.1


"at. 39-44-,*........... It 0 380 0.424 0 472 0.47 0.511 0.543 0.554 0 552 0.549 0.520 0.413 0.391


11. 793 ft............. t 31 3 33 9 43.0 54. 64.9 74.8 79.6 77.4 70.6 59.3 44.2 33.4
o 
D". Ct,**:, ** j 953.1 118.3 1565.7 1975.6 2126.5 2459.8 2400.7 2210 7 1841 7 1421 1065.3 873.5


tat. 37-4i'W,,, ..... ,ic 0.639 0.593 0.606 0.618 0.594 0 655 0.652 0.663 0 654 0.650 0.625 0.652


81. 2592 ft.............to 33.8 38 7 .46 5 57.7 66.7 77.2 83 8 82 4 73 7 61.7 46.5 36.8


La ta *............ * - . . 0834.7 2171.2 . 2246.5 2064.9 1775.6 1315.8 . 683.5


tat.*3i .. ........ t1 - 0.575 0.606 0.610 0.619 0 631 0.604 0.513






I.. Ch l............ 1 69.2 1145.7 14I7.4 101.8 2080.4 2213 3 1968.6 1910.3 1678.2 1505.5 1122.1 875.6


Let. -)013'U........... It 0.473 0.492 0.521 0.542 0.578 0.597 0.538 0.558 0.553 0.597 0.524 0.494


n1. 12 f t.............. to 55.3 58.7 63.5 70.9 77.4 83 4 64.8 85.0 al 5 73.8 62.6 56.9


cart................. ] 497 861.6 1360.L 1495.9 1779.7 1779.7 1898.1 1675.6 1254 6 793 415.5 398 9


Iat. 4 52'........... . t 0 504 0 579 0.619 0.507 0,509 0.473 C.522 0.527 0.506 0.455 0.352 0.470


ni. '33It.............t", 11.5 12.8 24.4 37.3 51.8 61 6 67.2 65.0 56 2 44.7 31.3 16.8


........... 565.7 1329.5 1799.2





Lat. 13*3'M.. ........ K 0.662 0.524 0 589 0.500 0.544 0 536 0.572 0.554 0.546 0.539 0.431 0.491


11.63 ft....,,..... t 23.7 24 5 34.4 44.8 55.4 65.1 71.1 69.7 61.9 51 8 40.3 28.0o 
g 1 , 40,2 835.4 1354.2 1641.3 1904.4 1962 2123.6 1761.2 1190.4 767.5 44.6 345
. . . . . . .  . . 
at, 4it54w......,.,......0.601 0.636 0.61 0.574 0.550 0.524 0.587 0.567 0 504 0.482 0.436 0.503


I1. 786 ft...,... . to 3.2 7.3 21.3 40.9 55.9 65.3 71.9 69.4 58 6 45.6 25.2 10.1


Bla Ki,,......*... 555.3 797 1143.9 1438 1776.4 1943.9 1881.5 1622.1 1314 941 592.2 482.3 
ait,42"13'.. ........ K 0.445 0 455 0.477 0.464 0.501 0.516 0.513 0.495 0.492 0.472 0,06 0.436


1l. 629 ft............. t' 28.3 25 2 36.9 46 9 55.5 67.2 72.3 70.6 64.2 54.1 43.3 31.5


t.j 505.5 738 17 3 1355 1769 3864 1560.5 1570.1 1267 5 896.7 535.8 442.8 
tal. 429It ............ I 04 0, 0426 0.445 0.438 0.499 0.495 0.507 0.480 0.477 0 453 0 372 0.400 











Jan Feb Mar Apr Msy Jun Jul Au, Sep Ont Son Sec 
1448413691T9 (Cnd.) 
Ea.t Wareh...,.. T 504 762.4 1132.!, 1392.6 1704.8 1958.3 1873.8 1607.4 3363.8 996.7 636.2 521 
U,t, 414,6'N........ ....... 0.198 0.431 0.469 0.449 0.480 0.520 0.511 0.689 0.503 0.496 0.431 0.461 




EWst Lan.it........... 425.8 739.1 106 1249.8 1732.8 1914 1864.5 1627.7 1303.3 891.5 473.1 379.7


tat. 4246............. Kt 0.35 0.431 0.455 0.406 0.439 0.508 0.16 0.468 0.693 0.456 0.133 0.360


1. 856 ft.............. tO 26,0 26.4 35.7 46.4 59.8 70.3 74.5 72.4 65.0 53.5 40,0 29.0


faultSte.KWIe.l... IN 48.6 843.9 1336.5 1559.4 1962.3 2054.2 2169.4 1767.9 1207 809.2 392.2 359.8 
tt. 452 .......... E 0.490 0.560 0.606 0.526 0.560 0.549 0.590 0.554 0.481 0.457 0.323 0.408 
81. 726 ft..,.... ... . 16.3 16.2 25.6 39.5 52.1 61.6 67.3 66.0 57.9 46.8 33.4 23.9 
Clod..........j :. 632.1 76.7 1383 1598 1 159.h 2003.3 2037.8 '1828.4 1369.4 R90.4 545.4 463.1 
tat 45-35'1...... .. K 0.595 0.629 0.614 0.534 0.530 0.33 0.573 0.570 0.539 0.490 0.435 0.506 
Z1. 1036 ft............. to 13.6 16.9 29.8 46.2 58.8 66.5 74.4 71.9 62.5 50.2 32.1 13.3 
odtssou.ET.. 
ColWubta................ 5 651,3 941.3 1315.8 1611.3 1999.6 2809. 2146.7 1953.1 1689.6 1202.6 839.5 50.4


lat. 3 1I.. .......... E 0.456 0.492 0.520 0.514 0.559 0.566 O.585 0.588 0.606 0.562 0.510 0.457


1. 785 9t.......... ... t 32, 36.5 65.9 57.7 66.7 73.9 81.1 79.4 71.9 61.4 66.1 35.8


G1S ............ T.j 572.7 965.7 1437.6 1741.3 2127.3.2261.6 2414.7 1934.5 1531 997 574.9 628.4







U. 2277 ft............. o 13,3 17 3 31.1 47,8 59,3 67.3 76 73.2 61.2 49.2 31.0 18.6


Gre t 7.11.............. I 524 869.4 1369 7 1621.4 1910.8 2179.3 2383 1986,3 1536.5 984.9 575.3 420.7 

L, 47-29-'............ 
 K, 0.552 0.596 0.631 0.551 0.565 0 $80 0.656 0.621 0.626 0.574 0.503 0.518
 
11. 3664 ft.............. o 25 4 27.6 33.6 47.7 57.5 64.3 73,8 71.3 60.6 51.4 "38.0 29.1


Lincoln.................. 712.5 955 7 1299.6 1537.8 1856.1 20406 201.4 1902.6 1543.5 1215.8 7736 643.2














Ely................. 8 16 2SS 179.8 2103.3 2322.1 2649 24L7 2307.7 1915 1473 0078.6
.. 814.8

as. 39-17m ............ ¢ 0.618 0.660 0.92 0 664 0.649 0.704 0.656 0.695 0.696 0.691 0.658 0.64

11. 6262 ft....... to 27.3 32.1 39 5 48 3 57.0 65 4 71,5 72.3 63.7 52.1 39.9 38.1


L a m .. , 1035.8 M462 1926 5 2322.8 2629.5 2799.2 2504 2342 2082 1602.6 1190.e...... . 964.2
 
lU,. 36-051'8...,...... St 0.654 0.697 0.728 0 719 0.732 0 746 0.665 0.697 0.716 0.706 0.657 0.668 
ti. 2162 ft*.......... to 67.5 53.9 60.3 69.5 78.3 88.2 95,0 92.9 85.4 71.7 57.8 50.2 
NEWJIMSEr 
Seabrook..............j 598.9 854 2 1195.6 1518 8 100.7 1964.6 1949.8 1715 1445.7 9071.9 721.8 522.5


Lat.39306............. t 0.426 0 453 D.476 0.481 0.504 0 522 05o30 0 $17 -0.524 0 508 0.69 0.416


21. 10 t . . .. t 39.5 37.6 43.9 54.7 44.9 74.8 79.8 77.7 69 7 61.2 48.5 39.3 0 
NEUMEXICO 
Albuquerque............ 1i 1110.9 1453.9 19254 2343.5 2566.9 2757.5 2561.2 2187.8 2120.3 1639.8 1274.2 1051.6


Let.35-03'31............ K, 0.704 0.691 0.719 0.722 .712 0 737 0.695 0.708 0.728 0 711 0.64 0.704


21. 5316 ft.............. o 37.3 43.3 50.8 59.6 69.4 79,1 82.8 80,6 73.6 62.1 47.8 39.4


Ih.ca.................. 1N 134.3 755 1.74.9 322.9 1779.3 2825.8 20313 1736.9 1320.3 985.4 466.4 370.8 
Lat. 42-27'9 .... . . t 0.351 0.435 0.45 0.42H 0.502 0.538 0 554 0.530 0.497 0 465 0.324 0.337 
1. 950 ft ......... ..... .0 27.2 26.5 36 48.4 59 A 66 9 73 9 71.9 64.2 53.6 40.5 29.6


NewYork ............. 1IN 539.5 790.8 160.4 14126.2 1718.4 1994.j 1968.7 1605.9 139.4 977.8 598.1 476








E1. 52 ft......... . o 35 0 34.9 43,1 $2.3 h3 0 72.2 76.9 75,3 69.5 59.3 48.3 37.7


SA7111.... ...... ,i_ 602 9 936.2 1259.4 1560.'a 1257.2 2123.- 11140.9 1704.7 6446.9 8097.4 697.8 533.9

,
Eat. 40-30'Il............. K 0 453 0.Sl 83 11 10.49H .522 0 56 n $55 0.525 0.530 0.527 0.650 0.447 
El. 20 ft................ 35 34.9 43 I 52 3 h.3 72.2 76.9 75.5 69.5 59.3 48.3 37.7


Schenectady ..... . IN 483.2 73.5 1026.6 1272 3 1553 6 16H7.8 M662 3 1494.8 1124 7 820.6 46.2 356 8 
lat. 42-50- ............ .t 0.406 0.44'1 B.431 n 43 (0.419 0.4 0,454 U 455 0.426 0.420 0.309 0.3)l 
El. 227 it.............. to 24.7 24.6 34,9 4M.$ 61.7 70.A 74.4 13 7 646 S3.1 40.1 26.0 
Upton,...... ,...... 1:_ 583 872 7 1200 4 1609.9 191.5 2159 10344.6 6799.b 1472.7 1102.6 686.7 551.3 
Le. 40-52'-H.,..........K 0.464 0.483 0.522 0.$14 0.512 0.574 (3.557 0.542 0.542 (1.538 0.446 0.467 
El. 73 f.. ................ 35.0 34.9 3.8 2.'3 63,3 72. 7c.9 71.3 19.', 9. 3 48.3 37.7 
Cr..o.boro..... . .. 1, 743.9 101.7 1323.2 1755.3 1985.5 21i8.4 20)3.9 1810.3 8S7.3 1232.6 908.1 692.8 
Lat. 36-05-N .............Y 0.,69 0.499 0 4144 0.43 (3 454 0.563 0.552 0.538 0 5 17 8.531 0.501 0.479 




Jan Fb l(ar Apr May Jun Jul AuZ Sap Oct ot Dec 
EOfl CLKOLIM (Contd.) 
Hatt"t. ................ i 891.9 1184.1 1590.4 2128 2376.4 2438 2334.3 2085.6 1758.3 1337.6 1053.5 798.1 
lat. 35-13 3'............ X, 0.546 0.563 0.593 0.655 0.661 0.652 0.634 0.619 0.605 0.58 0.566 0.535 
1l. 7 ft ................ t o 49.9 49.5 54.7 61.5 69.9 77.2 80.0 79.8 76.7 67.9 59.1 51.3 
flTh DebrA 
Ilorck ................ 
lat. 4647M ............ 





































CrIalssd............... .2 466.8 681.9 1207 1443.9 1928.4 2102.6 2094.4 1840.6 1410.3 997 526.6 427.3 
let. 41-24-N ............ It 0.361 0.383 0.497 0.464 0.543 0.559 0.571 0.559 0.524 0.491 0.351 0.371 
11.505 ft............... to 30.8 30.9 39.4 50.2 62.4 72.7 77.0 75.1 68.5 57.4 44.0 32.8 
CalI'b ................ .l 486.3 746.5 1112.5 1480.8 1839.1 (2111) 2041.3 1572.7 1189.3 919.5 479 430.2 
lat. 40-00' 8............ 



























Ok0iaba City........... le 935 1192.6 1534.3 1849.4 2005.1 2355 2273.8 2211 1819.2 1409.6 1085.6 897.4 
Lat. 35-24'H............ . t 

























Stillwater .............. .h 763.8 1081.5 1463.8 1702.6 1879.3 2235.8 2224.3 2039.1 1724.3 1314 991.5 783 
tat. 36'09'W............ 
11. 910 ft .............. 

























Ott .................... i 539.1 852.4 1250.5 1506.6 1857.2 2084.5 2045.4 1752.4 1326.6 826.9 458.7 408.5 
Let. 45-20-H ............ Kt 0.499 0.540 0.554 0.502 0.529 "0.554 0.560 0.546 0.52 0.450 0.359 0.436 
11. 339 ft.............. t o 14.6 15.6 27.7 43.3 57.5 67.5 71.9 69.8 61.5 48.9 35 19.6 
Tor. ................ ... 451.3 674.5 1088.9 1385.2 1785.2 1941.7 1968.6 1622.5 1284.1 835 455.3 352.8 
Let. 43-41'N ............ Kt 0.388 0.406 0.467 0.455 0.506 0.516 0.539 0.500 0.493 0.438 0.336 0.346 
31. 379 ft.............. to 26.5 26.0 34.2 46.3 58 68.4 73.8 71.8 64.3 52.6 40.9 30.2 
katort&................. IS 

























1. 1 ft................ to 41.3 44.7 46.9 51.3 55.0 59.3 62.6 63.6 62.2 55.7 48.5 43.9 
dford................. IS 435.4 804.4 1259.8 1807.4 2216 .2 2440.5 2607.4 2261.6 1672.3 1043.5 558.7 346.5 
lat. 42"23'X ............ Kt 0.353 0.464 0.527 0.584 0.625 0.648 0.710 0.689 0.628 0.526 0.384 0.313 
11. 1329 ft ............. to 39.4 45.4 50.8 56.3 63.1 69.4 76.9 76.4 69.6 58.7 47.1 40.5 
PSYLVAXIA 
State Collee........... 



























31. 1173 fit............. to 31.3 31.4 39.8 51.3 63.4 71.8 75.8 73.4 66.1 55.6 43.2 32.6 
wFot................ IS 565.7 856.4 1231.7 1484.8 1849 2019.2 1942.8 1687.1 1411.4 1035.4 656.1 527.7 
Let. 41-29'N............ Kt 0.438 0.482 0.507 0.477 0.520 0.536 0.529 0.513 0.524 0.512 0.44 0.460 
1. 60 ft............... 'o 29.5 32.0 39.6 48.2 58.6 67.0 73.2 72.3 66.7 56.2 46.5 34.4 
SOUM CAROLINA 
Cwrlaaton.............. .I 946.1 1152.8 1352.4 1918.8 2063.4 2113.3 1649.4 1933.6 1557.2 1332.1 1073.8 952 
lat. 3254K ............It 0.541 0.521 0.491 0.584 0.574 0.567 0.454 0.569 0.525 0.554 0.539 0.586 






























51. 3218 It............. t o 24.7 27.4 34.7 48.2 58.3 67.3 76.3 75.0 64.7 52,9 38.7 29.2 
frow11vl..............I 

























1. 20 t.............. to 63.3 66.7 70.7, 76.2 81.4 85.1 86.5 86.9 84.1 78.9 70.7 65.2 
El Paso................. I2q 1247.6 1612.9 2048.7 2447.2 2673 2731 2391.1 2350.5 2077.5 1704.8 1324.7 1051.6 
Lat. 31-46'H........... Kt 0.686 0.714 0.730 0.741 0.743 0.733 0.652 0.669 0.693 0.695 0.647 0.626 
El. 3916 It............ to 4 7.1 53.1 58.7 67.3 75.7 84 2 84.9 83.4 78.5 69.0 56.0 48 5 
Fort Worth............. Is 936.2 1198.5 1597.8 1829.1 2105.1 2437.6 2293.3 2216.6 1880.8 1476 1147.6 913.6 
lat. 32-50'K............ It 0.530 0.541 0.577 0.556 0.585 0.65', 0 624 0.653 0.634 0.612 0.576 0.563 







0 VOOR QUAITY. 
Jan Fab Mar Apr May L Jul Au Sap t - Nov te 
flEAS (Contd.) 
dl a............... 1066.4 1345.7 1714.9 203.1 2301.1 2317.7 2301.8 2193 1921.8 1470.8 1244.3 1023.2 
tat. 31-56'M .......... . Kt 0.537 0.596 0.638 0.617 0.639 0.622 0.628 0.643 0.642 0.600 0.409 0.611 
11. 2854 ft ........... t o 47.9 52.8 60.0 68.8 77.2 83.9 85.7 85.0 78.9 70.3 56.6 49.1 






























El. 794 it ............ t o 53.7 58.4 65.0 72.2 79.2 85.0 87.4 87.8 82.6 74.7 83.3 56.5 
TIUESSEE 
ae.hvil1 ............. . 
t. 36-07'f ............. 







































Oak Ride.............. .. 

























El. 905 ft ............ to 41.9 44.2 51.7 61.4 69.8 77.8 80.2 78.8 74.5 62.7 50.4 42.5 
Salt Lake City ... 622.1 96 1301.1 1813.3 - - - 169.3 1250.2 - 552.8 
tat. 40'46X........... 






















































El. 34 ft ............. to 42.1 45.0 48.9 54.1 59.8 64.4 68.4 67.9 63.3 56.3 41.4 44.4 
Seattle............. ... 

























]1. 14 ft ............. to 38.9 42.9 46.9 S1.9 58.1 62.8 67.2 66.7 61.6 54.0 45.7 41.5 
Spok e................ .I 446.1 837.6 1200 1864.6 2104.4 2226.5 2479.7 2076 1511 844.6 486.3 279 
tat. 47-40' .......... . t 10.478 0.579 0.556 0.602 0,603 0.593 0.684 0.856 0.616 0.496 0.428 .0.345 
1.1968 t ............ to 26.5 31.7 40.5 49.2 57.9 64.6 73.4 71.7 62.7 51.5 37.4 30.5 
flOSIIN 
Ma4eo8 ................. 























El. 866 ft ............ . o 21.8 24.6 35.3 49.0 61.0 70.9 76.6 74.4 65.6 53.7 37.8 25.4 
Under................ .Ia 786.3 1146.1 1638 1988.5 2314 2492.2 2438.4 2120.6 1712.9 1301.8 837.3 694.8 
tat. 42-48'I............ Z 0.65 0.672 0.691 0.647 0.597 0.662 0.665 0.649 0.647 0.666 0.589 0.643 
E1. 5370 ft........... to 20.2 26.3 34.7 45.5 56.0 65.4 74.6 q2.5 61.4 48.3 33.4 23.8 
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EPDM rubber dual tubing








Durometer(shore AZ hardness) 84-88








' Carbon black 50% loading
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L ?TIYGINAL PAoG IS 
0F POOR QUALItj( 
P-DUCT: SUJKAT Solar Collector Panel 
CALKMC M.NUFACTURING CORPORATION w:;- nts to the OWNER of this product 
that CALLAC will furnish a roplac.ient for any other part which U-as 






DU"'ATION OF WARRANTY: I._ year-­
-NOTE--H.A-T-AN -WARRANTY REPLACED ITEM CARRIES ONLY THE UNEXPIRED PORTION 
OF THE ORIGINAL WARRANTY 
OWNER RESPONSIBILITIES 
THE 	 0WNER MUST: 
1. Have the collector panel installed with a pressure and temper­
ature valve and in accordance with local codes and ordinances. 




3. Use a heat transfer fluid that is not corrosive.


HOW 	 TO MAKE A CLAIM 

Any claim ujder this w.,arranty should be made to- the contractor or 

dealer from whom the collector panel was purchased. If this cannot 
be done, the factory should be contacted directly. 
Any 	 item to be replaced MUST BE made available for inspection in 
exchange for a replacement. 
*ITEMS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY: 
CAIMAC MAUFACTURING CORPORATION WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR: 
1. 	 Any damage resulting from water leaks or accidental dis-. 
charge from fittings or valves. 
2, 	 Any c!;ins rc.;ulti'ng from loss of use of thd unit, incon­
veniences, loss or dumago to personal property or con­
sequenial damage. 
3. 	 .A.y illness or injury resultin' from use of toxic heat triis­
o- fluid. 
4.n lrabor charges "for -woval or reinst-allation.







ORGIxAL PAGE ti 
5. Failure resulting from:


a. Installation of unit without a prop.erly installed


pressure and temperature relief valve.


b. Use of a corrosive neat transfor fluid.


c. Exposure to freezing temperatures.


6. Any shipping costs, either of the replacement unit or part








No one is authorized to make- any other warranty on CAL4AC Manufacturing 
Corzrations behalf. Any implied warranty, including merhantability or 
fitness for a particular purpose shall not extend beyond the warranty 
,period from the date of original installation.


in the absence of suitable proof of instzallation the effective date of this 
war-anty will he based upon the month of manufacture plus three -(3) 
Thi warranty gives you specific legal rights. You also have implied 
warranty rights. In the event of a problem with warranty service or per­
for'ance,-you may be able to go to a small claims court, a State court, or 
a Federal district court.


OWNERS RECORD---RETAIN ,INYOUR FILE 
Name of Owner Name of Dealer 
Address of Owner Address of Dealer
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